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declaring unconstitutional and permanently enjoining
appellants from enforcing the so-called Ten-Hour
Law.

The statute in question reads as follows:

An Act to regulate and limit the hours of employ¬
ment of females in any mechanical establishment or

factory or laundry in order to safeguard the health of
such emtployes; to provide for its enforcement, and a

penalty for its violation.

Section 1. Be it enacted by the People of the State
of Illinois represented, in the General Assembly : That
no female shall be employed in any mechanical es¬

tablishment or factory or laundry in this State more

than ten hours during any one day. The hours of
work may be so arranged as to permit the employment
of females at any time so that they shall not work
more than ten hours during the twenty-four hours of

any day.

2. Any-employer who shall require any female to
work in any of the places mentioned, in section 1 of

this Act, mlore than the number of hours provided for
in this Act, during any day of twenty-four hours or
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who shall fail, neglect, or refuse so to arrange the work
of females in his employ that they shall not work more

than the number of hours provided for in this Act,

during any one day, or who shall permit, or suffer any
overseer, superintendent or other agent of any such

employer to violate any of the provisions of this Act,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof, shall be fined for each offense in a sum of noi
less than $25.00 or more than $100.00.

3. The State Department of Factory Inspection
shall be charged with the duty of enforcing the pro¬

visions of this Act and prosecuting all violations
thereof.

4. All Acts and parts of Acts in conflict herewith,
are hereby repealed.

Session Laws, 1909, page 212.

The bill alleges that the statute infringes upon the
constitutional right of complainants to contract, that
it is beyond" the police power of the State, and that it
is unequal, discriminatory and unjust, and prays that

appellants be permanently enjoined from enforcing it.
A general demurrer was filed to the bill, which was
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overruled, and appellants, electing to stand by their
demurrer, a decree was entered holding the statute in

question unconstitutional and ordering that the in¬
junction issue as prayed.

An appeal to the Supreme Court having been

prayed and allowed, and contending that the law in

question is constitutional and valid, appellants now

bring the case to this Honorable Court for review.

BRIEF

I.

The right to make simple contracts, is not a
"natural" or a "inalienable" right, as those terms
ure used in the organic law.

1 Andrew's Am. Law (2d Ed.), Sec. 550, p.
724.

Id. See. 402, p. 582; sec. 10, n. 45.

_—-Mill on Liberty, Chap. V.
2 Pollock & Maitland, Hist. Eng. Law (2d
Ed.), 232.

2 Bryce Am. Coin., 410.

Opinion of Mr. Justice Holmes in Lochnw v.

N. Y., 198 IT. 8. 45, 75.
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Maine's Ancient Law ( Pollock), pp. 321, 325,
326.

Colquhoun j. 282.
Chanier Roman Law, pp. 4, 156, 160.

II.

The Act is within the Police Power of the

State.

Brannon on Fourteenth Amendment, pp.

167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 173, 174, 175.
1 Andrew's Am. Law (2d Ed.), p. 404, sec.
342a.

Beer Co. v. .1/aw, 97 U. S. 25.

Cooley Const. Lim. (6th Ed.), p. 704.
Tiedman's Police Lim., sec. 1.

1 Tiedman on State and Fed. Control of Per.
and Prop., p. 336.

8 Cyc. Law and Pro., p. 864.
Müller v. Oregon, 208 U. S. 412.
Com. v. Hamilton Mfg. Co., 120 Mass., 383.
1Venluim v. State. 65 Neb., 394.
State v. Bucluman, 29 Wash., 602.
Com. v. Beattg, 15 Pa. Sup. Ct., 5, 17.
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State v. Muller, 48 Ore., 2521
Freund on Police Power, sees. 155, 310, 500,
538.

Hawthorn v. People, 109 111., 302.

III.

The Act is "Due Process of Law."

8 Cye. Law and Pro., 1119, n. 18.
Bank of Columbia v. Okehj, 4 Wheat., 235.
Mr. Webster in Dartmouth Col. v. Wood¬

ward, 4 Wheat., 581.
Brannon on Fourteenth Amendment, pp.

143, 144.

Holden v. Hardy, 169 U. S., 366.

IV.

It is a Reasonable Health Measure as Proven

by Statistical Records and the State of the Law
in This and Foreign Countries.

Malier v. Oregon, 208 U. S., 412, 419;
Freund Police Power, Section 313;
Commonwealth v. Beatty, 15 Pa., Supr Ot,

5, 17.
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(a) Does not unreasonably change present work

day hours:

Rep. 111. Bureau Labor Stat, 1906, p. 305;
Id. pp. 250-333;

11th Ann. Rep. U. S. Oom. Labor, 1895-6,
pp. 639 to 644;

19th Ann. Rep. Com. Labor TJ. S., 1904, pp.
43 to 46;

Rep. U. S. Ind. Com., 1900, p. 64.

(b) Statistical reports show need for such a law:

Rep. Mass. Bureau Labor Stat, 1875, p. 96 ;

Rep. Cal. Bureau Labor Stat., 1887-8, p. 102 ;

Rep. Conn. Bureau Labor Stat, 1890, p. 29;

Rep. Maryland Bureau Indust. Stat, 1896,
p. 52;

Rep. Select Com. Shops Early Clos. Bill,
''

1895, p. 219;

Hutchins & Harrison's Hist. Pac. Leg., p.
167.
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V.

The Court Should Take Judicial Notice of Act¬

ual Industrial Conditions, as Shown by Statistical
Records, and the Common Experience of Men.

M idler v. Orcfpm, 208 U. 8., 412;

16 Cve. Ijaw & Pro., 870;

Cooley Colist. Lira. (6th Ed.), p. 744.

VI.

The Doctrine of Stare Decisis Does Not Apply.

AHardt v. People, 197 111., 501, 509;
Sterens v. Pratt, 101 111., 206;
26 Ain. & Eti};. Ency. Jjaw, 2nd Ed., pp. 162,

167.

VII.

The Act Does Not Impair the Obligation of
Any Contract.

Brannon on Fourteenth Amendment, p. 169,
170;

A*. Y. v. Bristol, 151 U. 8., 567 ;

Freund Police Power, Sec. 556, 602;
Authorities under Point II, supra.
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VIII.

The Act is Not Class Legislation.

Cooley Const. Lim. (6th EM.), pp. 479 to
481.

IX.

The Act being a copy of the Oregon Statute and in¬
terpreted by its Supreme Court and the Supreme
Court of the United States, as a proper sanitary

measure, should be so interpreted by this Cout; and
any doubts in regard to its validity should be resolved
in favor of the Act.

(a) Act adopted from Oregon. Oregon Session
Laws, 1903, page 148.

(b) Construed by Supreme Court of Oregon and
by the Supreme Court of the United States, and held
constitutional by both courts.

State v. Müller, 48 Oregon, 252 ;
'

Malier v. Oregon, 208 U. S. 412.

(c) When statute adopted from another state,

construction placed upon statute by courts of latter
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State adopted, unless contrary to the spirit of the
laws of adopting State.

8treeter v. People, 69 111., 595;

Oage v. Smith, 79 111., 219;
Campbell v. QuinUm, 3 Scam., 288;

Tyler v. Tyler, 19 111., 151 ;

Hopkins v. Medley, 97 111., 402.

(d) Presumed to be constitutional, all doubts and
intendments being resolved in favor of the statute.

Hudnall v. Ham, 172 111., 76;
Burke v. Monroe Co., 77 111., 610;

Doimesbcrger v. Prendcrgast, 128 III., 229;
People v. Nelson, 133 111., 565;

Hogan v. Akin, 181 111., 448;

Chicago v. Cement Co., 178 111., 372.

ARGUMENT.

The sole question to be determined here is: Is the
Act of the Legislature limiting the hours of employ¬
ment for females, a valid exercise of the police power?
It has seemed to the writer in examining the cases

touching upon this question, that a good deal of un-
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certainty has arisen in regard to the power of the
State to regulate employments because of the failure
of the courts; first, to discriminate between "natural"
and "common law" rights, and second, to take notice
of the practical inequalities existing between em¬

ployer and employe.

The Right of Contract.
In many instances academic theories of equality

have been forced upon legislation in the face of prac¬
tical and obvious conditions of inequality. Want of
knowledge in the courts of these actual conditions,
«•an only be predicated upon the assumption that such
courts are more ignorant of industrial conditions than
the ordinary layman. This we all know is not true.
What is the right of contract? No one will dispute

that it is a property right in which every person is

clearly entitled to be protected. But it is, and always
has-been a right subject to all manner of regulation
and supervision. It is not in any proper sense a

"natural" or an "inalienable" right as those terms are
used in the various bills of right which, upon the
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foundation of this government, were incorporated in¬
to our organic law.

The Declaration of Independence, reads:

"We hold these truths to be self-evident": that
all men are created equal; that they are endowed
[not by the edicts of emperors, decrees of parlia¬
ment, or the prerogative of the chancellor, but]
by their Creator, with certain inalienable rights;
that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness."

No man has ever been endowed in this sense with

the right to make simple contracts. This is a late

law-given privilege. Instead of being endowed "by
their Creator" with the right to make simple con¬

tracts, this right was tirst granted by the civil law

through the Kornau Praetor. Equitable actions were

first granted upon pacts which had never matured

into contracts, because they had never been reduced
to writing, provided the ¡tacts in question had Ihmîu
founded upon a consideration. (Causa) Maine's
Ancient Law (Pollock), 32(5.

In early times when a contracting party had neg¬
lected to clothe his agreement in a "stipulation" or

formal writing, nothing done in pursuance of the
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agreement would be recognized by the law. Maine,
supra, 321-326.

In England in the early days the King's Court en¬

tertained jurisdiction only where the contract, was

made by deed under seal, or the transfer of the thing
was completed by delivery. Of mere agreements pri-
ratae convention's not so perfected, and claims rest¬

ing upon verbal promises, the King's Court took no

cognizance and the common law afforded no remedy.

1 Andrew's American I>aw, (2nd Ed.) Sec.
550, page 724.

The statement contained in the Declaration of In¬

dependence which lias been incorporated in the Con¬
stitution of our State and of practically every state

in the Union, follows the provisions of .Magna Charta
which were that

"no freeman shall be imprisoned or disseized of
his freehold liberties or privileges or outlawed
or exiled or in any manner deprived of his life,
liberty or property, but by the judgment of his
peers or the law of the land.."

This provision was construed in the early history of
this Court and following the doctrines of Lord Coke,
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the Court held that these provisions of the Great
Charter applied originally to criminal charges only,
and,

"if it was also intended to relate to civil proceed¬
ings, it must be taken in a very limited and re¬
stricted sense.'"

Remhart v. Schuyler, 7 III., 473-520.

The idea that the right of contract is an absolute

or unrestricted one, and that men can fix their rights
and duties by agreement, has been termed

"an unruly and anarchial idea. If there is to be
any law at all, contract must be taught to know
its place."

2 Pollock & Maitland's History of English
Law, 2nd Ed., 232;

1 Andrew's American Law, (2nd Ed.), Sec.
10, 45.

Any student of politics will observe that the ab¬

solute untrammeled right of contract has at times led

to extravagant political inequality and also permitted
individual servitude in no way distinguishable from

slavery, and all must agree that by no form of con-
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tract or consent can one man confer upon another the

power to exercise such physical restraint upon his

liberty.

Mill on Liberty, Chap. 5;
1 Andrew's American Law, (2nd Ed.), Sec.
462, p. 582.

It is often overlooked that liberty has been brought
about quit«- as much by the limitation of the right of
contract as by limitations upon governmental power.
See Justice Holmes' opinion in

LoueJmcr v. .Vor York, 198 U. S., 75;

2 Brice Amer. Commonwealth 410.

Mr. Bryce says

"that the hesitation shown by American States
in interfering with the individual rights of citi¬
zens is not due so mach to constitutional objec¬
tions as it is-the ingrown doctrines of individual¬
ism which the history of the country and the cir¬
cumstances of its origin have done so much to

-—e'neourage."

(b) Inequalities of contracting parties:

If the legal equality which is often declared to exist

between employer and employe was a reality instead
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of a legal fiction, the laborer would not seek legisla¬
tive interference in his contractural relations with the

employer more actively than does the employer. For
since the employer and the employe are equally guar¬

anteed the liberty of making common law contracts
under certain proper restrictions, each is free to make

whatever contracts he sees fit, subject only to such
reasonable restrictions as are imposed for the public

good. If such legal equality were a reality, the laborer
would felicitate himself upon his constitutional right
to accept or reject the terms of employment which
were proposed to him. Hut as a matter of fact, there
can l»e no substantial equality between the man who
has not wherewith to provide himself with food and

shelter for the current, day, and one, whether you call
him capitalist or employer, who is able to put the
former inte» a position* to earn his food and shelter,

and this is especially true where the employe is a

woman whose very presence in industry is almost

always due tç the stern necessities of her life, and the
burden of responsibility i»i|H)sed upon her, which in
normal conditions would rest upon the shoulders of
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the husband or father. The employer occupies a vant¬

age ground which enables him in a majority of cases
to practically dictate the terms of employment, and
there would seem to be no good reason why this in¬

equality should not be recognized and considered.

1 Tiedman on State and Federal Control of
Persons and Property, pp. 31.>320.

Legislation of this sort which is now common, rep¬

resents an effort of the legislature to realize a new

ideal of social justice, which consists of the neutraliz¬

ation of natural inequality, by the power of the State.

Keeping in mind, therefore, these two considera¬

tions, viz: (1) That the right to make simple con¬

tracts is not one of those "inherent and inalienable

rights" preserved to us by the Constitution, and (2)
that "all men are free and equal" ( including the em¬

ployes in the establishments covered in this Act) is
often a fiction which is belied by the actual facts, let
us now read the Constitution of Illinois of 1870 which

appellees invoke to protect them against alleged legis¬
lative infringement.
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It provides, Article II, Section 1,

"that all rajen are by nature, free and independent
and have certain inherent and inalienable rights;
among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness," etc.

Section 2, (Therefore)

"no person shall be deprived of life, liberty or

property without process of law."

The inapplicability of the terms of Section 1 (for

the reasons pointed out) to the particular right of
contract here involved, largely takes away from Sec¬
tion 2 the force and mandatory effect of its provisions;
so far as concerns the right of the State to reasonably
regulate such industrial contracts as are here in ques¬

tion.

The Act is Within the Police Power of the
State.

Those great powers vested in a State and its sub¬

ordinate agencies, called the police power, under
which life, liberty and property may be taken, existed
from the dawn of government, existed in the colonies

at the date of the Declaration of Independence, and
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were always exercised by the states, notwithstanding
clauses in their own constitutions declaring that no

person should be deprived of life, liberty or property
without due process of law, and the exercise of such

powers by the states was always held to be entirely
consistent with such constitutional provisions. These

powers cannot properly be called exceptions from the
constitutional demand of due process of law, for they
are in themselves, due process. When the fourteenth
amendment came, it came not to destroy rights exist¬

ing in the states; it did not undertake even to define
due process of law, or declare or indicate what al¬

ready were, or should thereafter la-, legitimate powers

of the states; it used only the common law expression
"due process of law," as a local phrase of common im¬

port, as a thing pre-existing. It neither originated,

enlarged, nor narrowed that expression in its mean¬

ing. It simply declared that no state shall pass upon

or affect the life, liberty or property of a person, ex¬

cept according to due process of law, whatever that
Ik- in the particular case or instance, tested by tin-

existing general law applicable alike to all. Plainly,
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then, this amendment does not touch or impair the
lawful police power of the states.

Hrannon on the Fourteenth Amendment, p.
167, 168.

Judge Cooley described police power in general
terms as follows:

"The police ]»ower «if a state in a comprehen¬
sive sens« embraces its whole svtem «if internal

regulation, by which the state s«M»ks not only to
preserve the public order and to prevent offenses
against the stat<\ hut also to establish for the in¬
tercourse «if citizen with citizen, those rules of
good manners and {pawl neighborhood, which are
calculated to previa)t a conflict- of rights and to
insure to each the uninterrupted enjoyment of
his own, s«t far as is reasonably consistent with
a like enjoyment of rights by others."

<.Valley's Const. Lim. (6th Ed.), 704.

Prof. Freund, in the introduction of his "Police

Power" defines the term as

"the power «if promoting the public welfare by
restraining and regulating the use of liberty and
property."

Freund, Police Power, p. iii.
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Prof. George F. Tucker of the Boston Law School
has given it the following modern application:

"Police power is the name given to that inher¬
ent sovereignty which it is the right and duty
of the government or its agents to exercise when¬
ever public policy in a broad sense demands, for
the benefit of society at large, regulations to
guard its morals, safety, health, order, or to in¬
sure in any respect, such economic conditions as
an advancing civilization of a highly complex
character requires."

8 Cve., 803.

"This power extends to the protection of the
lives, health, comfort, and quiet of all persons,
and the protection of all property within the
State, and the mere fact that a law, necessary for
the welfare of society, regulates trade or business,
or to some degree operates as a restraiut thereon,
does not make it unconstitutional. So too, it
may substantially interfere with the enjoyment
of private property; but there must be some ob¬
vious and real connection between the actual
provisions of police measures and their asumed
purposes.''

8 Cyc., 864.

All property, all business, every private interest,
may be affected by the police power and brought with-
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in its influence. Under it the Legislature regulates
the use of property, prescribes rules of personal con¬

duct, and in numberless ways, through its pervading
and ever-present authority, supervises and controls
the affairs of men in their relation to each other and

to the community at large, to secure the mutual and

equal rights of all, and promote the interests of so¬

ciety. It has limitations; it cannot be arbitrarily ex¬

ercised to deprive the citizen of his liberty or prop¬

erty. But a statute does not work such a deprivation
in. th-c. constitutional ncnsr, simply because it imposes
burdens or abridges freedom of action, or regulates
occupations, or subjects individuals or property to
restraints in matters in difference, except as they af¬
fect public interest or the rights of others, legisla¬
tion under the police power infringes the constitu¬
tional guaranty only when it is extended to subjects
not within its scope and purview, as that power was

defined and understood when th«> Constitution was

adopted. The generality of terms employed by jurists
and publicists in defining the power, while they show
its breadth and the universality of its presence, never-
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theless leave its boundaries and limitations somewhat

indefinite.

People v. Dudd, 117 N. Y., 1.

The certain trend of the latter day judicial opinion
is to extend the exercises of the police power to indus¬
trial relation in such manner as to neutralize the in¬

equalities which the courts are beginning to recognize
as existing. As stated by one learned author :

"Under the police power the state may recog¬
nize the actual discrepancy which exists between
persons differently situated, and that one class
of individuals may be measurably within the
power of another, and so dependent upon them
that they require the assistance of the state to
prevent unjust oppression and ruinous burdens
being placed upon them.
"The cry is loud and persistent that the free¬

dom of contract must be preserved, and that the
Anglo-Saxon principles of individual liberty pre¬
vent the imposition of any terms and regulations
as to mere contracts; but the practical effect of
this freedom being to load the weak and helpless
who are obliged to obtain their sustenance by
labor, with burdens grievous to be bourne, has in
some jurisdictions led to the adoption of regula¬
tions betwfcen the employer and employe, and it
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is now generally lu-ld that the hours of labor may
be regulated, at least in certain lines of employ¬
ment; that the conditions and circumstances un¬

der which labor shall be performed as to sanitary
regulations may be controlled; and in some lo¬
calities, the manner in which compensation shall
be paid and received ; the age at which persons

employed in certain lines of labor may be re¬

strict«!; and in various ways, the absolute un-
trammeled freedom of contract may be con¬
trolled."

1 Andrews Am. Law, i 2d Ed.), p. 404. Sec.
342a.

All legislation for the protection of labor which
restrains individual liberty and property rights, falls
directly under the police power, and the great mass of

labor legislation is enacted in the interest of health
and safety, and in factory and mining regulations we

find, especially where women and children are con¬

cerned, provisions to promote decency and comfort
and in the language of a recognized authority on this
subject,

"laws of this character rest upon a clear and un¬

disputed title of public power."
Freund, Police Power, Sec. 310.
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The relation of service may rest on voluntary con¬
tract and yet be contrary to public policy. It has
been held that this may l>e so, for the reason that con¬
ditions of the contract subject the servant or employe
to the arbitrary discretion of the employer. Parsons
v. Trash-, 7 Gray, 173; Matter of Mary Clark, 1 Blackf.
122. Even the practical confiscation resulting from
the enforcement of prohibition and oleomargarine
laws is within the police power of the State, and is
not considered the taking of property without com¬

pensation, within the constitutional inhibition. Mag¬
ier v. Kannus, 123 1*. S., <»23; Poieell v. Pennsylvania,
127 U. 8., 67K

So that while it is conceded that contracts may be
forbidden which in their effects tend to injure or to
demoralize the public at large, it is insisted by some
authorities that where the restraint is for the benefit
of one party of the contract, it is illegitimate, since
the fact of agreement shows that the party to be pro¬
tected freelj' consents to the supposed injury, and that
the state has no business to force a benefit upon him
against his will, but this argument is fallacious in the
case of wage contracts where the voluntary assump-
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tion of a burden by one may, through the stress of

competition, force others to assume the same burden

against their will.

However, even if the restraint, is looked upon as

protecting the party to the contract from his own

acts, and not from the act of others, it is proper, as

long as prevention of oppression is recognized as one

of the legitimate grounds for the exercise of the police
power. Economic oppression regularly proceeds with
the apparent consent of the oppressed, iclio.se iceab-
ness rompéis him to accede to onerous terma, and
such oppression cannot be dealt with otherwise than

by restraining the freedom of contract. To emphasize
this freedom in the face of oppression, is to deny the
legitimacy of the police power for the protection of
economic liberty; whatever may be the theoretical

strength of this position, it does not constitute a

sound principal of constitutional law.

Freund, Police Power, Sec. 500.

The opinion of Mr. Justice Fluu>. in Butchers
Union v. Crescent City Co., Ill U. S., 746, 762, is
really the fountain head of the line of decisions, in
which the idea of liberty of contract has. been urged
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to defeat legislation under the police power. In this
opinion he followed and practically restates the views
of the minority in the Slaughter House Cases (16
Wall., 36), and his opinions as there expressed do not

represent the views of the Federal Supreme Court,
the main opinion, based on sounder logic and better
reasoning, being written by Mr. Justice Miller.

The influence of this doctrine is clearly shown in
various decisions of the courts, from this case down
to the recent Adair case in the Supreme Court of the
United States. (208 U. S., 161.)

In commenting upon this line of decisions, after
a careful and intelligent review of them all, Professor
Roscoe Pound of the University of Chicago, in an arti¬
cle in the Yale Law Journal for May, 1909, uses the

following language:

"Let us now turn to the other side, as repre¬
sented in the decisions. It is a saving charac¬
teristic of Anglo-American case law, that decis¬
ions upon an unsound principle art? gradually
surrounded by a mass of exceptions, distinctions
and limitations which preclude extension for the
future, and soon enable the current of judicial
decision to flow normally. Just as in the natural
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body foreign substances are encysted and walled
in and thus deprived of power for evil, the body of
our case law has the faculty of encysting and
walling in rules and doctrines at variance with
a sound condition of the law. Such a process
has long been going on with respect to extreme
doctrines of liberty of contract. As a result we

may now recognize six categories of cases in
which it has been laid down that labor legisla¬
tion may interfere with and infringe upon lib¬
erty of contract. The first of these is the case

of corporations. I'nder the power to amend the
charters of coqs»rat ions, which all states now

reserve, it is held that the state may define the
power of corporations to contract, and that nat¬
ural persons can have 110 claim or right to con¬
tract with these creatures of the state, beyond
their powers. * * * Second, it has l»een held
that even if wages themselves may not lie regu¬
lated, the data from which to fix wages by any
contract to be entered into may be regulated in
order to prevent fraud. Hut the decisions noted
above, as to weighing statutes, are to the con¬

trary. Third, it is held that hours and condi¬
tions of labor in unhealthy occupations such as

mining, work in smelters, anil the like, may be
regulated. Hut just how unhealthy the occupa¬
tion must, lie, so that the court will know it to Ik*

such, from its general information, the Ix>chner
case leaves in doubt. Fourth, tin:* owirhi'hnintj
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weight of authority is to the effect that the Legis¬
lature mag regulate the hours and conditions of
labor of women and children. (Citing, Com. v.
Hamilton Mfg. Co., 120 Mass., 383; Beyman v.
Clereland, 39 Ü. St., (»51 ; State, v. Buchanan, 29
Wasli., 602; Wenham v. State, 65 Nel)., 394; State
v. Mailer, 48 Ore., 252; State v. Shoreg, 48 Ore.,
396; Mailer v. Oregon. 208 1'. S., 412; Stamen
v. Allison Mf;t- Co. ( X. C.) 61 S. 10., 525, and
Ritchie v. I'eople, only, to the contrary.) Fifth,
Il lias been held to lie within the jxnver of the
State to prescribe the conditions upon which it.
will permit public work to Ik» done for itself or
its municipalities, and hence to regulate wages
and hours on public contracts, lint California,
New York and Indiana, as has been seen, hold
to the contrary. Finally, a number of cases have
taken the sound position that the mode of pay¬
ment of laborers is a matter of public concern;
that it is competent for the legislature to re¬

quire that they lie paid promptly at stated inter¬
vals. Several of these cases reject the distinction
between corporations and natural jwrsons in this
connection. liut what is worth more, a number
clearly recognizee the actual facts of inequality as
between employer ami employe in bargaining for
labor in many sorts of employment. (Citing,
I titernational Tret Boole Co. v. Weissinger, T60
Ind., 349, and McLean v. Arkansas, 29 Sup. Ct.
Rep., 206.) And in Hancock v. Yadcn, Elliott.
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J., makes it clear from abundant examples that
limitations upon freedom of contract in the in¬
terest of individual contracting parties, have al¬
ways existed. It is unfortunate that the sweep¬

ing assertions of (lodcharlet v. W'iycman should
have been made the model for subsequent cases
with this decisiou at hand in the books." 18 Yale
I .aw Journal, pp. 181, 5, (5. (Citing, Shaffer v.
v. .1/¡mu;/ Co.. 55 Md., 71; State v. Brown, 18 R.
I., 1«; State v. feel Coal Co., 36 W. Va., 802;
Leep v. Hail tea 1/ Co., 58 Ark., 507 ; Railway Co. v.
I'aal, 61 Ark., 83; Duyyer v. Insurance Co., 05
Tenu., 215; Railiroy Co. v. I'unt, 173 I'. ¡8., 101;
State v. Wilton, 61 Kan., 32; Holden v. Hardy,
160 U. 8., 366; In re Hoyce, 27 Nev., 290; H.r
Iiuj-(c Hair, 28 Nev., 127, 125; 7 . S. v. Hurt in.
01 1'. 8., 100; State v. Atkin, 61 Kan., 7 ; Atkin v.
A'antat, 101 I". 8., 207; In re Broad, 36 Wash.,
110; Hancock v. Yoden, 121 Ind., 366; Opinion of
the Justices, 163 Mass., 580; Harb'iton v. Knox-
rille Iron Co., 103 Tenu., 121; Dayton Coal and
Iron Co. v. Barton, 103 Teun., 601; KnoxmUe
Coal and Iron Co. v. Harbison, 183 l". 8., 13; In-
teriuUional Text Book Co. v. Wcissinyer, 160
Ind., 319, in support of the various lines of deci¬
sions pointed out. )

Coming then to the spec i tic question of the right
of the Legislature to regulate the hours of labor of
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females, in the language of Prof. Pound, the over¬

whelming weight of authority sustains such right.

Legislation of this kind has been passed in Arizona,

Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Indiana, Illinois,

Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michi¬

gan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New

Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota,

Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Virginia,

Washington and Wisconsin, and the following for¬

eign states impose restrictions in some form or other,

upon the hours of labor that may Im* required of
women; Great Britain, France, Switzerland, Austria,
Holland and Germany. ( See statutes of the states

named and Great Britain Factories Act of 1844, chap.
15, pp. 161 to 171, Factory and Workshop Act of 1901,

chap. 22, pp. 00, 71 ; and Edw. VII, chap. 22; France,
1848, Act Nov. 2, 1892, and March 30, 1900; Switzer¬
land, Canton of Glarus, 1848, Federal Iaiw, 1877, Art.
2, 8ec. 1; Austria, 1855, Acts 1897, Art. 96a, Secs. 1
to 3; Holland, 1889, Art. 5, Sec. 1 ; Italy, June 19,

1902, Art. 7; Germany, Laws, 1891.)
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The experience of the legislative bodies of these
various states and nations corroborates the experience
of our State Legislature, demonstrating the urgent
need for legislation regulating the conditions and

hours of employment of women in industries.

The limitation upon the hours of employment for
females as set forth in the laws almve referred to, has

been passed on by the courts of .Massachusetts, Noh¬
ras, Washington, Pennsylvania, Oregon, Illinois,
and by the Supreme Court of the United States. All
these decisions sustain such regulations, except the
one in Illinois, which did not involve a health meas¬

ure, and which will be distinguished from the present

proceeding, in the following pages. In New York
a law limiting the hours of all employes in bakeries
was sustained by the state courts as a valid exercise
of the police power; ( Lochnerr, N. Y. 177 N. Y., 145) ;
but the Federal Supreme Court reversed the decision,

(198 U- S., 45), and following this precedent, appar¬

ently, the New York Court in ¡'copie v. Williams,
189 N. Y., 131 (decided in June, 1907), holds that a

prohibition against night work for women is invalid,
but the Federal Supreme Court which the New York
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court, was evidently trying to follow decided in the

following October that the Oregon statute limiting
the hours of labor for women in just the sort of estab¬
lishments covered by the Illinois law, was a valid ex¬

ercise of the jwilice power, for the public good. In

chronological order, the decisions regulating female
employment are as follows :

Corn. v. Hamilton Mffj. Co., 120 Mass., 383;
Ritchie v. I'eo/ile, 155 111., »8;
W'eiiJtaii. v. State, 05 Neb., 394;
State v. ISiicliamn, 29 Wash., 602;
Com. v. Iteatti/, 15 Pa. Super. Ct., 5, 17;
MuHer v. Oret/on, 48 Ore., 252;
Mailer v. Oreffon, 208 V. S„ 412.

We will not take the time to discuss, or quote from
these «'sises at length. With the exception of the
Ritchie case they all hold clearly and une«|u ivocally
that the right of the législature of the State to rea¬

sonably regulate the employment of females cannot

be questioned. The Massachusetts court points out
that it does not prohibit the employe from working
as many hours as she may please, in other clases of

establishments, and that it does not prevent the em-
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ployer from running his factory day and night, by
means of two shifts of laborers, if he desires to do so.

The Pennsylvania Court points out that the legisla¬
tive judgment, founded upon statistical experience,
must be accepted by the court when it said that long
hours of continuous labor injuriously affected the
health of women workers, and hence was detrimental
to the interests of society. The court quoted approv¬

ingly the language of the lower court :

"Surely an act which prevents the mothers of
our race from being tempted to endanger their
life and health by exhaustive employment, can be
condemned by non«- save those who expect to
profit by it."

The Washington court holds that the law is a pro

gressive science, and that the conditions of women

in industry imperatively demand effective sanitary
regulation, and call for the application of different
rules than those enforced against male employes.

In discussing the difference in physical structure
of women and the consequent necessity for applying
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different regulations to the conditions of their em¬

ployment, the Supreme Court of the United States, ir,

sustaining the decision of the Supreme Court of the
State of Oregon, speaking by Mr. Justice Brewer.

says:

"Many words cannot make this plainer. The
two sexes differ in structure of body, in the func¬
tions to be performed by each, in the amount of
physical strength, in the capacity for long-con¬
tinued labor, particularly when done standing,
the influence of vigorous health upon the future
well-being of the race, the self-reliance which
enables one to assert full rights, and in the capa¬
city to maintain the struggle for subsistence.
This difference justifies a difference in legisla¬
tion, and upholds that which is designed to com¬
pensate for some of The burdens which rest upon
her."

Mullir v. Oregon, 208 U. S., 412, 423.

II is the law of Oregon, also, as it is in Illinois, that

women, whether married or single, have contractual

rights practically equal to those enjoyed by men.

And although the Federal »Supreme Court refers to the

political inequality of the sexes in that females were
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not permitted to exercise the elective franchise, still
the court said

"the reason runs deeper, and rests in the inherent
difference Ik*tween the two sexes, and in the dif¬
ferent functions in life which they perform."

The Kite-hie cas«» involved the question of the con¬

stitutionality of an act of the legislature of this State
entitled :

"An act to regulate the manufacture of cloth¬
ing and wearing apparel and other articles in
this State, and to provide for the appointment
of State inspectors to enforce the same, and to
make an appropriation therefor." I llurd Kev.
Stat.. 1908, p. 1030).

Section five of this act read as follows:

"No female shall 1«* employed in any factory
or workshop more than eight hours in any one
day or forty-eight hours in any one week."'
I llurd. Sit/iru, p. 1037, Ser. 25. }.

There are at least four reasons assigned by the
court in its opinion, in addition to the infringement
of the right of contract, why the law must be held

unconstitutional. In the first place the court held,
that the act unreasonably discriminated against the
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manufacturer of clothing and in favor of all other
classes of manufacture. Again, that it was not a
health measure, and had no direct relation to the end

apparently sought to he attained by Section five, viz. :

the health of the women workers. Further, that
"any factory or workshop" as used in Section five,
was more comprehensive than the language used in
the title of the act, which referred only to the man¬

ufacture of clothing and wearing apparel, and that
flic law was objectionable for that reason. Also, that
the regulation was unreasonable, inflexible, and ar¬

bitrary, and lastly that the second clause of section

ten of the act appropriating "twenty thousand dol¬
lars for the salaries of inspector; assistant inspector,
and ten deputy factory inspectors," was a subject
embraced in the act hut not expressed in the title, and
therefore void.

It is of course evident from reading the opinion ot
.Mr. Justice .Mauiu uku in this case that it was the

intention of the court to decide that the limitation

prescribed by section five of the act,- was an unwar¬

ranted exercise of the police power. The point is
expressly passed on. But the force of the decision as
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a precedent is very largely qualified and lessened by
the fact that there were so many other constitutional

objections involved, which the court also expressly

passes upon. And it should be constantly kept in
mind in reading this opinion, that everything there
said about the constitutional right of women to make
contracts of employment, was uttered with reference
to an act which was in no sense a sanitary measure.

If it had been a health measure, it. is reasonable to

assume that the language of the court would have
been different. The act which the court was called

upon to interpret made no reference to the health,
comfort, or welfare of the women affected by it, either
in the title of the act or iu its various provisions.
There was no pretense that it was a sanitary measure,

prompted by the well-being of society at large, and the
court merely holds that

"where the ostensible object of an enactment is
to secure the public welfare or safety, it must ap¬
pear to la* adapted to that end; it cannot evade
the rights of persons and property under the
guise of a mere police regulation, when it is not
such in fact,"

155 111., 98, 110.



At the time of this decision, (1895), there was only
one adjudicated case on the precise question of the

right of the State to regulate the employment of fe¬
males, in the interest of the public health and welfare.
The Massachusetts case above referred to was the only
case on the point. And the learned judge in writing
the opinion in the Ritchie case is therefore in error

when he says that "the Massachusetts case is not in

line with the current of authority." The current of

authority has formed itself since, with the Massachu¬

setts case as its fountain head, and the Illinois case

standing alone in seeming to deny to the state this

supervisory power over female employments. The
large body of statute law, the unanimity of contrary

judicial opinion including the Federal Supreme Court
the vast amount of statistical records which have be¬

come a part of our industrial and economic history
sine«' this decision was rendered, gives Illinois (in
the language of a recent law writer) "a bad eminence

in this connection" and leaves the State apparently-
standing alone in its doctrine as to the contractual

rights of women.
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That the statute here brought in question is a san¬

itary measure, cannot be fairly disputed. The title
of the act recites that it is

"to regulate and limit the hours of employment
of females in any mechanical establishment or
factory or laundry in order to ■safeguard the
health of mu;h employeetc.

The act itself contains no provision other than the
reasonable limitation as to hours of women, and the
maximum number is fixed at ten instead of eight.
The tcelfare of women workers was the only reason

for its enactment. If the hours had been ten in the

Ritchie case instead of eight, who can say that the
court might not have held that the regulation was a

reasonable one. Statistics which will be referred to

hereafter show that very few factories or mechanical

establishments work their employes more than ten

hours a day, while the eight-hour day is the ideal
sought for by labor unions and social economists with¬

out reference to any question of health or general
welfare.

Prof. Freund in discussing the Ritchie decision, and
the differences to be observed between men and
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women in considering flu* reasonableness of police
regulations, uses the following language:

"The opinion in Ritchie v. People can hardly
command unqualified assent, either iu the light of
reason or authority. The statement that the
.Massachusetts decision {Com. v. Hamilton Mfg.
Co., 120 Mass., 383) is not in line with the cur¬

rent of authority is unwarranted for the right to
restrict the labor of women in factories had not
been passed upon by other courts of last resort
(1876) and the precedent of Massachusetts has
on the contrary furnished the authority for sim¬
ilar legislation in a number of other states. The
limitation of the law to factories is not in itself
unconstitutional discrimination; the law of Illi¬
nois forbids women labor iu mines, and the work
in factories and workshops is as different from
that in mercantile establishments or in domestic
service as that in mines is from either; all civil¬
ized manufacturing states have factory legisla¬
tion and thus recognize the existence of special
conditions of labor "in factories. Still less is the

singling out of women in the matter of factory
work an arbitrary discrimination. It is not by
the assert ion of vague principien of liberty, or by
the unqualified denunciation of, class legislation,
that the limits of the police power can be de-
term i ned.
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"If we look upon limitation of hours of labor
in factories as a measure of physical protection,
a discrimination between men and women cannot

be condemned as arbitrary. And if an excessive
number of hours is regarded as detrimental to
women, it may be forbidden, although the labor
of men remains unregulated ; for there may be
practically no need for legislative limitation of
men's labor to (say) 11 or 12 hours if that num¬

ber is not sis a rule exceed<"d ; and it would be
fatal to all police legislation to hold that it must
deal with all evils though requiring different rem¬
edies or with none. Hut if we look upon limita¬
tion of hours of labor as a measure of economic
and social advancement, and if that principle of
limitation be conceded as legitimate, the dis¬
crimination between men and women can no

longer Im» based upon consideration of physical
strength, but must 1h» justified by specific, econ¬
omic and social conditions of employment, as af¬
fected by difference of sex.

"It is clear that some special provisions regard¬
ing women's labor are justified by their greater
physical weakness. Their lalmr in mines is inter¬
dicted largely on that, ground and the prohibi¬
tion of night labor in factories may be explained
in like manner. • • • The German Trade
Code provides that, women who attend to the
household are entitled to an extra half day for
the midday meal, unless an hour and a half is
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given for the latter; here we have a social meas¬
ure justified by the special duties of women, and
it is perhaps possible that other cases ( apart from
provisions of decency and morality) may arise
in which all women, as distinguished from all
men are entitled to distinct consideration or vice

versa; so the law may require time to lie given
to men to vote, a respite from work in which
women do not participate; but to establish a Sat¬
urday half holiday for men only, or for women
only would 1m> clearly unequal legislation.

"Applying these considerations to the existing
statutes, there seems to be a general consensus of
opinion that fen hours factory labor, or sixty
hours per week, is a reasonable maximum for
women, and that the observance of that limita¬
tion is required by the care for their physical
welfare. From this it does not follow that the
same is true of eight hours, or that the choice of
hours is entirely within the discretion of the
Legislature. This is one of the cases in which
reasonableness is a matter of degree, to be de¬
termined in the last resort by the courts. Con¬
ceding that eight hours is not an unreasonably
short day, yet it is generally recognized that the
eight-hour day is not a requirement of the public
health, but is desired as a measure to raise the
social and economic standard of the working
classes. In that aspect, women are not entitled
to a preference over men. This last considera-
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tion seems sufficient to support the decision of
the Supreme Court of Illinois, without an en¬
dorsement of all that wlas said with reference to

the constitutional right to contract, and legisla¬
tive control over it"

Freund, Police Power, Sec. 313, 314.

In this connection Judge Coolev says:

"It. is proper to recognize distinctions that
exist in the nature of thiugs, and under some cir¬
cumstances to inhibit employments to some one
class, while leaving them open to others. Some
employments, for example, may be admissible to
males and improper for females, and regulations
recognizing the impropriety and forbidding
women engaging in them would be open to no
reasonable objection."

Cooler Const. Lim. (fith Ed.) p. 744.

III.

The Act Amounts to "Due Process of Law."

This proposition has been covered in a general way
in the discussion of the Police Power.

The best attempt at a definition of "due process

of law" which we have found is that given by Mr.
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Justice Johnson, in Bank of Columbia v. Okely, 4

Wheat., 235, viz. ;

"The good sense of mankind has at length set¬
tled down to this: that they (the wK>rds 'due pro¬
cess of law' ) were intended to secure the individ¬
ual from the arbitrary exercise of the powers of
government, unrestrained by the established
principles of private right and distributive jus¬
tice."

The police power of the State, reasonably exercised,
is due process of law. W'cnham v. Xehranka, (»5 Neb.,

394, 400.

It does not follow that what was due process, when
the Fourteenth Amendment was adopted, remains
such, and that such prior law is the only due process,

and that laws made after its adoption are not due

process of law. It does not prohibit a state from
future legislation or action necessary, in its judg¬

ment, in the administration of its government, pro¬

vided it bears alike on all similarly circumstances,
and be not unusual, oppressive or arbitrary.

Hrannon on Fourteenth Amendment,, p. 143,
144;

Hohlen v. Hardy, 169 TT. S. 366.
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It cannot be fairly questioned that it is due process

of law for the state not only to regulate the relations
of employer and employe, where the public are rea¬

sonably interested, but to entirely forbid the transac¬
tion of business where it is conducted under circum¬

stances injurious to the public comfort or morals.

S Cyc. I^aw and Pro., 111Î), n. 18;
Mmjin' v. Kanm*, 123 1". S., 623;
Poire// v. l'enn-xt/lrunUi, 127 l". S., 67N.

IV.

It is a Reasonable Health Measure as Proven

by Statistical Records and the State of the Law
in This and Foreign Countries.

The Supreme Court of the Cnited States, in M idler
v. ()re;/on, 208 1'. S., 412, at page 4151, preface their
discussion of the constitutional question involved,

by saying:

"In patent cases counsel are apt to open the
argument, with a discussion of Ihr xtatc of the art.
It may not Ik> amiss, in the present case, before
examining the constitutional question, to notice
the course of legislation, as well as expressions
of opinion from other than judicial sources."
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Keferring then to the wide-spread legislation on

the subject of employment of women, both domestic
and foreign, and the opinions judicial and otherwise
of those in a position to observe and know the actual

conditions of women workers, which opinions were

presented to the court in the brief of counsel, the

Court continues:

"The legislation and opinions referred to in
the margin may not be, technically speaking,
authorities, * * " yet they are significant,
of a wide-spread belief that woman's physical
structure and the functions which she i>erforms
in consequence thereof, justify special legislation
restricting or qualifying the conditions under
which she should be permitted to toil."

Let us therefore examine, for a moment into the

conditions of the working woman in Illinois, at the
time this law was enacted.

The bill of complaint in this case makes out a very

attractive place for the employment of wlomen, in the
box factory of Ritchie & Company, appellees. It is
difficult to reconcile this view given to us of the hap¬
piness and contentment of the female employe with
the further allegation of the bill that it is well-nigh
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impossible to get. women to work in the factory, even
after offering inducements in the form of prizes. The
situation is rendered all the more puzzling when,
upon consulting the last bi-annual report of our State
Bureau of Labor Statistics, we find the Commission

in reporting on the paper box factories, using this
language: "In Ihr better elttxx of plants, help is read-
il-,' oliliiinrd." Kep. III. Bureau of Labor Stat., 1906,

p. ;»ir,.

The average bout's of labor in Illinois for paper box
factory employes is given in this report as 10, 9L_>
and 9 hours per day. I See p. 30."». I

Out of thirty-nine industries in Illinois, reporting
to tlie State Bureau, only three show average work¬

ing hours in excess of ten hours per day. Hep. Bu¬
reau I«altor Stat. 111.. 1906, pp. 3Ö0-333.

Heforring to statistics collecte«) by the Federal
Ooverninent mi the same subject, we find the follow¬

ing interesting facts:

Complete reports from 879 manufactories, includ¬

ing box factories, cotton mills,- ami all the "sweated

trades," show only forty-nine factories where em-
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ployes, men and. women, work more than ten hours a
day; 335 plants work less than ten hours a day.
Leaving out the cotton and woolen mills, which are

generally conceded to be in a class by themselves, only
9 out of the total of 897 work more than ten hours.

Out of 5U reporting box factories, not a single one

worked more than ten hours a day, and -1 worked

less than ten hours, varying from 48 to 59 hours per

week.

11th Ann. Kept. I". 8. Com. Labor, 1895-6,
pp. 639 to 644.

Federal rejHirts for 1904 show that for a period of
three years prior thereto, the hours for workers in
box factories, men. and women, averaged from 59 to
60 hours per week.

19th Ann. Kep. Com. labor U. 8., 1904, pp.
43 to 46.

This report shows also that there are very few
factories or mechanical establishments of any kind

reporting more than ten hours for a work day. The
vast majority of them work much shorter hours. ( See

pp. 36 to 103. )
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It is well known that hours of labor have a tendency

to become shorter rather than longer, under the in¬
fluence of labor organizations, and improved econ¬

omic conditions, and reports of this kind which may

be made in the future to our own state department as

well as to the Federal government, will doubtless
show a decrease rather than an increase, in the al¬

ready small percentage of factories employing labor
of any kind, for a longer period than ten hours a

day.

The United States Industrial (Commission, 1900, in

discussing the reasonableness of the ten-hour regula¬
tion, said :

"We may And that it is desirable in time to
do by law, what a few persons are doing volun¬
tarily. It is in that way that the original ten-
hour law was tried tentatively in England ; a few
manufacturers tested the matter in their own

factories, and found that their people could do
as much in ten hours as they theretofore had
been doing in twelve and thirteen; that made the
law seem reasonable."

Rep. U. S. Industr. Conk, 1900, p. 04.
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Our legislature many years ago, showed what it
considered a reasonable work day by enacting a law
that eight hours should constitute a day's work,

(llurd's Stat., 1908, p. 1030, Sec. 1.) The Federal

Congress has fixed the same maximum as a legal
day's work. (27 Stat. L. 340.) Practically all the
states have similar statutes.

It is difficult to understand how one could reason¬

ably object to the placing of a teu-hour limitation up¬

on hours of labor, when the ten-hour maximum under

present conditions is seldom if ever exceeded. If it
is taking away the property right of any person, it is
a right which is seldom or never claimed or exer¬

cised. It practically amounts to putting into law
the customs which are now almost universally ob¬
served by all parties covered by the provisions of the
act. The exceptions to the rule which we have-shown
are few, are just sufficient to warrant the l^egisla-
ture in prescribing the regulation. The few excep¬

tions which exist, are the excuse for the legislation.
Had the Kitehie case in the 155th Illinois involved a

ten-hour law of a sanitary character, instead of an

arbitrary restriction, purely incidental to the main
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purpose of the act, which cut off a considerable por¬

tion of the working day in most manufactories, it is
fair to believe the result would have been very differ¬
ent. The two laws are absolutely unlike, in these two

particulars, that one is a reasonable shortening of the
day's work, and the other was not, and one is a health

measure, and the other was not.

In addition to the statistics at hand in regard to the
customary and usual hours of labor, the libraries are

full of reports of an official, semi-official and expert
character, which show conclusively that such a health

regulation as is here imposed is eminently just and
reasonable. A brief reference will be made to some

of these recognized reports: For example, the Massa¬
chusetts Bureau of Labor, in ISTö t the year preceding
the decision of the Massachusetts Supreme Court sus-

tainingthis sort of a law i, made the following report

"A 'lady operator' many years in the business
informed us: '1 have had hundreds of lady com¬
positors in my employ, and they all exhibited in a

marked manner, both in the way they performed
their work and in its results, the difference in
physical ability between themselves and men.

They cannot endure the prolonged dose attentiou
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and confinement which is a great part of type¬
setting. I have few girls with me more than two
or three years at a time; they must have vaca¬
tions, and they break down in health rapidly. I
know no reason why a girl could not set as much
type as a man, if she were, as strong to endure the
demand on mind and body." "

Rep. Mass. Bureau I^nbor Stat., 1875, p. 96.

The California Bureau of I,abor Statistics states

that it is

"decidedly of the opinion that it (long hours) is
highly injurious. It will certainly aggravate any
existing complaints, and still more, it will and
does have a tendency to induce complaints in
jwrsons previously free from them. It is es¬
pecially injurious to females in regard to the
diseases peculiar to the female sex."

Rep. Cal. Bureau Labor Stat., 1887-8, p. 102.

Connecticut also:

"The violation of this law is objected to by
the most of the working people, on the ground'
that ten hours out of twenty-four makes as long
a day as women and children should ever be re¬

nn i red to work."

Rep. Conn. Bureau Labor Stat., 1890, p. 29.
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And Maryland :

"Once inside the walls of the factory a weary
day's work of ten hours' duration is l>egun, with
an intermission for lunch at noon. » * *

When the day's work is at last over, the wearied
crowd trooping from their place of employment
hasten in all directions to their homes, which in
many instances are in the extreme suburbs, of
the city. Once home they swallow a hasty supper
and soon retire to a needed and deserved rest,
with no pleasant anticipations for the morrow.

"What lives are these for future wives and
mothers? Future generations will answer."

Itep. Maryland Bureau Indus. Stat., I SOB,
p. 52.

In the report of the Select Pomnnittee on Shops
Early ('losing Bill, to the British House of Commons,
we find the following testimony of one of the experts
who appeared before the committee:

"If the matter could be gone into carefully, 1
think the committee would be perfectly surprised
to find what a large number of these women are

rendered sterile in consequence of these pro¬
longed hours. I believe that is one of the greatest
evils attached to these prolonged hours. I have
seen many cases in families where certain mem-
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bers who have pursued the calling of shop girl's
assistants have been sterile, while other members
of the family have borne children. I know of one
case where four members of a family who were

shop girls were sterile, and two other girls in the
family, not shop girls, have borne children."

Rep. Select Com. Shops Early Closing Bill,
1895, p. 219.

Well known historians of factory legislation and
conditions agree with these almost universal official

opinions. For example:

"So far from being regarded as romantically
philanthropic, like the ten-hour bill of 1844, the
bills of 1867 (ten-hours) were taken as a matter
of common sense and economic prudence. * *
* Only a certain amount of work is to be got
out of women and children in the twenty-four
hours. • • • Nothing can be gained in the
end by anticipating our resources, and to employ
women and children unduly is simply to run in
debt to nature."

llutchins & Harrison, Hist. Factory Leg., p.
167.

The quantity and extent of these opinions need only
be limited by the time and industry which it would
seem desirable to employ in collecting them, but those
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above quoted would seem to answer every purpose of
the present inquiry.

Again, in view of the thousands of women employed
in the industries covered by this Act, it would seem

almost self-evident that some regulation of their em¬

ployment providing for their health and safety, is

imperatively necessary.

Com. v. /»cum«., 15 Pa. Supr. Ct., 14.

V.

The Court Should Take Judicial Notice of

Actual Industrial Conditions, as Shown by Statis¬
tical Records, and the Common Experience of
Men.

Iu the Muller case, the Federal Supreme Court,

upon referring to the extensive array of statistics set

forth in the brief filed by Mr. Brandeis, recognize thai
these conditions and opinions should be judicially
noticed by the courts:

"When a question of fact is debated and de¬
batable, and the extent to which a constitutional
limitation goes, is affected by the truth in respect
to that fact, a wide-spread and long-continued
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belief concerning it is worthy of consideration,
ll'c take judicial cognizance of all matters of gen¬
eral knowledge.''

Midler v. Oregon, 208 U. S., 412, at p. 421.

The rule governing judicial notice of such facts is
well stated in the Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure
as follows:

"Courts know the facts generally known to
have been established by statistics, in much the
saine way and for much the same reason that they
know the facts set forth in the almanac. The
court cannot verify the facts; but where statistics
are official, prepared by public officers acting un¬
der provision of lawi, the duty of the court to
know the law and recognize the existence of acts
done under it stimulates and endorses the court's

knowledge of the facts established by such statis¬
tics iu which the community shares."

1(5 Cy. t\, p. 870.

See also :

Freund on Police Power, Sec. 145.
Toledo, etc., Jig. Co. v. laoksonrille, 07 111.,
37;

Matter of Vicraeister, 179 N. V., 235.



VI.

The Doctrine of Stare Decisis Does Not Apply.

The rule in this State as announced by the Supreme
Court, in 1902 is in accord with the rule in Alabama,
Missouri and Texas, viz.: that the doctrine of stare

decisis "cannot control questions involving the con¬

struction and interpretation of the organic law."

20 Am. & Eng. Ency. laiw, 2d Ed., p. 102;
Alt-art v. People, 197 111., 501, 509.

In the Allart case our Supreme Court says, p. 509 :

"If the constitutionality of that act should
again be presented by parties not before the court
in the Rurdick case, that decision will not pre¬
clude them, except in so far as it is founded up¬
on sound reasoning and authority, and will then
be reaffirmed or overruled as shall appear right
and proper."

And manifestly and for a variety of reasons, a sin¬
gle decision will be given much less weight than a

series of decisions.

Stevens v. Pratt, 101 111., 206.
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"When n question involving important public
or private rights extending through all coming
time has been passed upon on a single occasion,
and the decision can in no just sense be said to
have been ecquiesced in, it is not only the right
but the duty of the courts, when properly called
upon, to re-examine the questions involved, and
again subject them to judicial scrutiny."

20 Am. & Eng. Euey. I*aw, (2d Ed.), p. 167.

While, therefor»', we do not consider Ritchie v.

/'copie, 155 111., 9S, a direct precedent against the

position taken by appellants here, ltecause of the

great dissimilarity between the twto cases, we still re-

spectfully urge that even though the cases were

identical the doctrine of stare decisis could not prop¬

erly be invoked to nullify the present law.

If the doctrine of .stare decisis were rigidly ad¬
hered to in considering questions arising under the

organic law, constitutional law would cease to be a

progressive science.
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VII.

The Act Does Not Impair the Obligations of
Contracts.

This proposition naturally follows as a corolary to
the proposition discussed under points II and III

supra, relating to the police power of the State, and
due process of law. If the act in question is within
the police power of the State, it necessarily follows,
as a principle of constitutional law, that, it does not

impair the obligation of contract.

"A law limiting the hours of labor in the in¬
terest of safety of health may apply to existing
contracts, although it is within the legislative
power to exempt existing contracts from its oper¬
ation.

Freund, Police Power, Sec. 556; See also,
Sec. 602.

VIII.

The Act is Not Class Legislation.
It is difficult to see how appellees' contention that

the act is unjust and discriminatory, can find any sup-
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port either in reason or authority. Its comprehen¬
sive terms are not open to the objection successfully
urged in the Ritchie case. The restriction there was

made to apply to only wir kinil of wie class of man¬

ufacturers, viz. : manufacturers of clothing. Obvi¬
ously this W'ould he an unjust limitation upon the
rights of one small class of manufacturers,—but the

Legislature in enacting the present law apparently
endeavored to comprehend within the scope of its pro¬

visions, all classes of factories and mechanical estab¬

lishments, throughout the State, and all laundries.
These general classes needed a uniform and reason¬

able limitation placed upon the hours of labor of

women, according to the legislative judgment, which

judgment was corroborated ami sustained by public
statistical records, an extensive legislative history
and the common experience of the members of the

Legislature gained in-different sections of the State.

legislation yf this character may properly l>e made
to apply to a class of persons, as minors or women,

or to a class of industries.

Cooley Const. Lint. 16th Ed.), pp. 479-481.
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IX.

The Act Being a Copy of the Oregon Statute
and Interpreted by its Supreme Court and the
Supreme Court of the United States as a Proper
Sanitary Measure Should be so Interpreted by
This Court and Any Doubts in Regard to its
Validity on That Ground, Should be Resolved in
Favor of the Act.

The United States under the Fourteenth Amend¬

ment and the eomnieree clause has power to control
State legislation, under the police power, regarding
safety and health. It is the duly of the United States
to see that no state shall pass any law whereby a per¬

son may lie "deprived of life, liberty or property with¬
out due process of law." This act is adopted from the
Oregon law 11¿nws 11103, p. 1481 and its language is
identical with it, and the Federal Supreme Court sus¬

taining the Supreme Court of Oregon has said that
such a law does not deprive a citizen of his liberty
or projiertv rights without due process of law. There
can be no question whatever but that it would say the
same with reference to our law. Indeed

"the Fourteenth Amendment guaranteeing due
process of law and the equal protection of the
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laws, is capable of an interpretation subjecting
all State legislation to Federal control, nearly
equal in scope to that now exercised by the State
courts, and of course, superior to the latter."
(Freund's Police Power, p. ).

Again the provisions of the Illinois Constitution up¬

on which the Court based its decision in the Ritchie

case are the same as the provisions of the Federal Con¬
stitution. When the Ritchie case was decided the

United States Supreme Court had not spoken on the
subject and our Supreme Court was called upon to
give an independent interpretation. It has been well
said that the fundamental rights of persons and prop-
i vty have been placed under the protection of the Fed¬
eral Constitution because they are national rights,
and as such they should have the same construction

ail over the country. We therefore respectfully sub¬
mit that it would be eminently proper for this Court
to permit its opinion in this matter to be guided en¬

tirely by the opinion of the Supreme Court of the

United States. Furthermore it is a well known doc-

trim1 of interpretation and construction that when a

state adopts a statute from a foreign state, it. is also
priwimcd to adopt the interpretation placed upon it
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by such foreign state. Is not this Court bound to

assume, therefore, that the Legislature, knowing the
state of the law in Illinois, adopted from Oregon .the
statute of that state and the interpretation placed

upon it by the Courts of Oregon and the Federal Su¬

preme Court, holding such law to be a proper sani¬

tary measun ? The fact that Hilt-hie v. I'roplr was

ill the books at the time of this legislative action, does
not affect the question. The Legislature must be

presumed to have known the law and also the social
and industrial conditions requiring that they enact a

new law on the basis of the Oregon statute.

When all is said and «loue, as a matter of construc¬

tion, all doubts should In* resolved in favor of the

constitutionality of the law and this is «»specially true
where the statute is a health measure.

"Though reasonable doubts may exist as to the
power of the legislature to pass a law, or as to
whether the law is calculated or adapte«! to prt>-
mote the health, safety and comfort of the people,
or to secure good order or promote the general
wtelfare, we must resolve them in favor of that
department of the government." I State v. Bal¬
den, 14 Utah, 96; Coinmanirealth v. Jieatty, 15
Pa. Superior Court, pp. 5, 17.)
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CONCLUSION.

This argument has already extended itself beyond
the limits originally intended, but. counsel have felt

so deeply the tremendous importance to the State and
its people of the questions here involved, that a most

thorough and exhaustive treatment of the subject
has seemed imperative.

Opinions may vary in regard to the decision in the
Ritchie case, but as to some of the reasoning in sup¬

port of it, there can be no question but that it is open

to very serious objection. The Court, said, in its

opinion, that

"the laborer has the same right to sell his labor
and to contract with reference thereto, as has any
other property owner,"

and that it was doubtful whether the Legislature un¬

der the police power could limit this right even to pre¬

vent injury to the person himself. If this were true,

peonage would be lawful in Illinois. Mr. Freund

states the true rule that the

"police power is not rendered unlawful by the
fact, that it makes impossible the performance of
a contract entered into by a person affected there¬
by." (Freund, on Police Power, Sec. 602.)



Statements of this kind, made in the Ritchie deci¬

sion should no longer be considered the policy of the
State that has prohibited the labor of women in mines,

(Hurd's Stat-., 1908, p. 1438, Sec. 22), and which by
numerous other laws, has clearly indicated its special
interest in the welfare of women workers. (Sei»

Hurd's Stat, 1908, p. 905, Sec. 38; p. 1303, Sec. 36;
p. 1378, Sec. 8, and Laws of Illinois, 1909, p. 204,
Sec. 9.)

A constitutional provision which was originally in¬
tended to protect, citizens against oppressive and

tyrannical criminal process, and against acts of a

state tending to create sinecures and monopolies,
should not now be extended by construction to so rea¬

sonable a police regulation as we are here consider¬

ing, but on the contrary we respectfully submit that
the Court, should shape its policy so as to insure such
wholesome economic conditions as an advancing civ¬
ilization of a highly complex character imperatively
demands.

We cannot even contemplate the possibility of a re-

affirmanee of the doctrines of the Ritchie case with

its binding force upon subsequent legislation and ad-
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judication in this State, without feelings of positive
alarm, in view of the absolute unanimity of legislation
and judicial opinion to the contrary throughout the

country.

We feel the utmost confidence that the Supreme

Court, recognizing well known industrial conditions,
will apply the maximum nalus populi suprema lex,
and announce a policy of police with regard to the em¬

ployment of women, in accord with those sound prin¬
ciples of constitutional law which have had such

unanimous support in the courts everywhere.

We respectfully pray that the judgment of the Cir¬
cuit Court of Cook County, may be reversed.

William H. Stead,

Attorney General.

Samuel A. Haupeii,

Of Counsel.
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